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Abstract
Let ξ be a random integer sequence, having uniform distribution

P{ξ = (i1, i2, . . . , in) = 1/nn} for 1 6 i1, i2, . . . , in 6 n.

A realization (i1, i2, . . . , in) of ξ is called good, if its elements are di�erent. We
present seven algorithms which decide whether a given realization is good.
The investigated problem is connected with design of experiments [3, 13] and
with testing of the solutions of Latin [1, 4, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 21] and Sudoku
puzzles [2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27].

In this short paper (which contains the talk [15]) we have space only to
de�ne seven algorithms (using the pseudocode of [6]) and to summarize the
basic properties of their running times (see Table 1 at the end of the paper).
The proofs of the assertions can be found in [16].
Keywords: random sequences, e�cient algorithms
MSC: 68Q25

1. Algorithms
The inputs of the following seven algorithms are n (the length of the sequence

s) and s (= (s1, s2, . . . , sn): a sequence of nonnegative integers with 1 6 sj 6 n
for 1 6 j 6 n) in all cases. The output is always a logical variable g (its value is
True, if the input sequence is good, and False otherwise).

The working variables are usually the cycle variables i and j.

1.1. De�nition of the algorithm Forward
Forward compares the �rst (i1), second (i2), . . . , last but one (in−1) element

of the realization with the following elements until the �rst collision or until the
last pair of elements.
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Forward(n, s)
01 g ← True
02 for i ← 1 to n− 1
03 do for j ← i + 1 to n
04 do if s[i] = s[j]
05 then g ← False
06 return g
07 return g

The number of the necessary comparisons in line 04 is
Cbest(n,Forward) = 1 = Θ(1) in the best case, and Cworst(n,Backward) =
n(n− 1)/2 = Θ(n2) in the worst case.

Using Lemma 1.1 [14, 17] one can show that the expected number of the neces-
sary comparisons is Cexp(n,Forward) = n = Θ(n).
Lemma 1.1. Let ηn be a random variable de�ned for n = 1, 2, . . . and k =
1, 2, . . . , n as

P (ηn = k) = P (i1, i2, . . . , ik are di�erent and
ik+1 = ij for some j, where 1 6 j 6 k).

Then
E(ηn) =

(πn

2

)1/2

− 1/3 + εn,

where εn tends to zero when n tends to in�nity.

1.2. De�nition of algorithm Backward
Backward compares the second (i2), third (i3), . . . , last (in) element of the

realization with the previous elements until the �rst collision or until the last pair
of elements.
Backward(n, s)
01 g ← True
02 for i ← 2 to n
03 do for j ← i− 1 downto 1
04 do if s[i] = s[j]
05 then g ← False
06 return g
07 return g

The number of the necessary comparisons in line 04 is
Cbest(n,Backward) = 1 = Θ(1) in the best case, and Cworst(n,Backward) =
n(n− 1)/2 = Θ(n2) in the worst case.

Using Lemma 1.1 one can show that the expected number of the necessary
comparisons is Cexp(n,Backward) = n = Θ(n).

Although the order of growth of the expected number of the necessary compa-
risons is the same for Forward and Backward, the concrete values are di�erent,
if n > 4.
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1.3. De�nition of algorithm Linear
Linear writes zero into the elements of an n length vector v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn),

then investigates the elements of the realization and if v[si] > 0 (signalising a
repetition), then stops, otherwise adds 1 to vk.
Linear(n, s)
01 g ← True
02 for i ← 1 to n
03 do v[i] ← 0
04 for i ← 1 to n
05 do if v[s[i]] > 0
06 then g ← False
07 return g
08 else v[s[i]] ← v[s[i]] + 1
09 return g

Linear needs assignments in lines 03 and 08, and it needs comparisons in line
05. The number of assignments in line 03 is equals to n for arbitrary input and
varies between 1 and n in line 08. The number of c omparisons also varies between
1 and n in line 08. Therefore the running time of Random is Θ(n) in the best,
worst and expected case too.

1.4. De�nition of algorithm Random
Random generates random pairs of elements and tests them until it �nds two

identical elements or it tested all the possible pairs of s. It uses the procedure
Ran(k) [6] generating a random integer value distributed uniformly in the interval
[1, k].
Random(n, s)
01 g ← True
02 while g = True
03 do i ← Ran(n2)
04 j ← (

Ran(n2 − 1) + j
)

(mod n2)
05 if si = sj

06 then g ← False
07 return g

Random needs only 1 = Θ(1) time in the best case. In the worst case its
running time can be arbitrary large but the probability of a large running time is
small.

The problem of the expected case of Random is known as the coupon collector's
problem (see [6, page 109�110] or [26]).
Lemma 1.2. The expected running time of Random is

Cexp(n,Random) = Θ(n).
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Proof. Algorithm Random can get two types of input: it gets a good input with
probability n!/nn and a bad input with probability (nn − n!)/nn.

In the case of a good input the algorithm needs n(n−1)/2) di�erent comparisons
to observe that the investigated input is good. According to the known solution of
the coupon collector's problem the expected number of the necessary comparisons
is

Cgood = n

n(n−1)/2∑

i=1

1
i

= Θ(n log n). (1.1)

If Random gets a bad input, then
∞∑

i=0

(
n− 1

n

)i

= 1 + n

is an upper bound of its expected running time, and so

Cexp(n,Random) 6 n =
n!
nn

Θ(n log n) +
nn − n!

nn
(1 + n) = Θ(n).

¤

1.5. De�nition of algorithm Tree
Tree builds a random search tree from the elements of the realization and

�nishes the construction of the tree if it �nds the following element of the realization
in the tree (then the realization is not good) or it tested the last element too without
a collision (then the realization is good).
Tree(n, s)
01 g ← True
02 let s[1] be the root of a tree
03 for i ← 2 to n
04 if [s[i] is in the tree
05 then g ← False
06 return
07 else insert s[i] in the tree
08 return g

The worst case running time of Tree appears when the input contains di�erent
elements in increasing or decreasing order. Then the result is Θ(n2). The best case
is when the �rst two elements of s are equal: tin this case Cbest(n,Tree) = 1 =
Θ(1).

Using the known fact that the expected height of a random search tree is
Θ(log n) and Lemma 1.1 we can get that the order of the expected running time is√

n log n.
Lemma 1.3. The expected running time of Tree is

Cexp(n,Tree) = Θ(
√

n log n).
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1.6. De�nition of algorithm Garbage
This algorithm is similar to Linear, but it works without the setting zeros into

the elements of a vector requiring linear amount of time.
Beside the cycle variable i Garbage uses as working variable also a vector

v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn). Interesting is that v is used without initialization, that is its
initial values can be arbitrary integer numbers.
Garbage(n, s)
01 g ← True
02 for i ← 1 to n
03 do if v[s[i]] < i and s[v[s[i]]] = s[i]
04 then g ← False
05 return g
06 else v[s[i]] ← i
07 return g

Lemma 1.4. The expected running time of Garbage is
Cexp(n,Garbage) = Θ(

√
n).

1.7. De�nition of algorithm Modular
Modular handles the array Q[1 : m, 1 : m] (where m = d√ne and puts the

element si into the queue formed by the rth row of Q, where r = s[i] mod m and
it tests using linear search tests whether sj appeared earlier in the corresponding
queue. The elements of the vector c = (c0, c1, . . . , cm−1) are counters, where ci

(0 6 i 6 m− 1)) shows the number of elements of the ith queue.
For the simplicity let us suppose that n is a square.

Modular(n, s)
01 g ← True
02 m ← √

n
03 for j ← 1 to m
04 do c[j] ← 1
05 for i ← 1 to n
06 do r ← s[i]− bs[i]/mcm
07 for j ← 1 to c[r]− 1
08 do if s[i] = Q[r, j]
09 then g ← False
10 return g
11 else Q[r, c[r]] ← s[i]
12 c[r] ← c[r] + 1
13 return g

Lemma 1.5. The expected running time of Modular is
Cexp(n,Modular) = Θ(

√
n).

In the proof of this lemma central role plays Lemma 1.1.
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1.8. Summary
Table 1 summarises the basic properties of the running times of the investigated

algorithms.

Index and Algorithm Tbest(n) Tworst(n) Texp(n)
1. Forward Θ(1) Θ(n2) Θ(n)
2. Backward Θ(1) Θ(n2) Θ(n)
3. Linear Θ(n) Θ(n) Θ(n)
4. Random Θ(1) Θ(n2 log n) Θ(n)
5. Tree Θ(1) Θ(n2) Θ(

√
n log n)

6. Garbage Θ(1) Θ(n) Θ(
√

n)
7. Modular Θ(1) Θ(n

√
n) Θ(

√
n)

Table 1: The running times of the investigated algorithms in best, worst and
expected cases

We used in our calculations the RAM computation model [6]. If the investiga-
ted algorithms run on real computers then we have to take into account also the
limited capacity of the memory locations and the increasing execution time of the
elementary arithmetical and logical operations.
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